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Based on principle of quantum mechanics, quantum cryptography
provides an intriguing way to establish secret keys between remote
parties, generally relying on actual transmission of signal particles.
Surprisingly, an even more striking method is recently proposed by
Noh (1) named as ‘counterfactual quantum cryptography’ enabling
key distribution, in which particles carrying secret information are
seemly not being transmitted through quantum channel. We ex-
perimentally give here a faithful implementation by following the
scheme with an on-table realization. Furthermore, we report an il-
lustration on a 1 km fiber operating at telecom wavelength to verify
its feasibility for extending to long distance. For both cases, high
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visibilities of better than 98% are maintained with active stabiliza-
tion of interferometers, while a quantum bit error rate around 5.5%
is attained after 1 km channel.
The principle of quantum mechanics provides exciting opportunities across a number
of applications which offer high-performance and superiority over classical ways, among
which quantum key distribution appears as the first practical application with provable un-
conditional security between communication parties. Since proposal of BB84 protocol (2)
for quantum key distribution, there have spurred a flurry of activity in both theoreti-
cal developments and successful experimental demonstrations of quantum cryptography
systems ranging from a two-party communication up to a network (2–21). Particularly,
recent advances have covered high speed and long distance demonstrations under imper-
fect devices, by utilizing decoy state method (6, 8, 9, 12–16, 19–21). In order to produce
identical secure keys between two remote communication parties, key distribution pro-
cess generally require actual transmission of signal particles through a quantum channel,
before detections and data post-processing.
In conformity with quantum mechanics, there are many fundamental quantum phe-
nomena that lead to intriguing physical effects (22–26). Striking applications are conse-
quently proposed like interaction-free measurement (22), counterfactual quantum compu-
tation (23), in which the presence of a nontransmitting object is ascertained seemingly
without interacting with it, or outcomes of computations can sometimes be inferred with-
out running of a computer, as successfully demonstrated in (24) and (25), respectively.
Following this route, Noh has presented an engaging method to do key distribution, named
as ‘counterfactual quantum cryptography’ (1). This engrossing proposal gives not only
a conceptually new approach to do secure communication by use of counterfactual char-
acterization in quantum phenomena, but also it promises potential security advantage
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for communication. In the scheme, quantum signals producing secure final keys are not
actually transmitted. Recently an unconditional security proof is provided in the case
of ideal case by utilizing perfect single-photon source and with well-controlled detectors’
efficiencies etc (27). An attempt is made in (28), in which a modified realization of the
proposal is presented. The original scheme is, however, not be justified by the demonstra-
tion, whose equivalence and security need additionally thorough analysis. Fascinatingly,
the counterfactual method itself provides an employment of quantum principles for appli-
cable task, and motivates us a more novel conceptually thinking for fundamental quantum
mechanics.
We present here experimentally a faithful implementation of the counterfactual quan-
tum communication (CQC) operating at telecom wavelength. we have first set up the
experiment on a table, and consequently extended it to a 1 km fiber to check feasibility
for long-distance realization. Active feed-back control technology is developed for real-
time stabilization of Michelson-type interferometer utilized in the scheme, to guarantee
favorable condition for successful operation of quantum communication. In addition, tai-
lored optical and controlling electronics designs are made, which enables to attain a high
visibility of better than 98% for interferometer through 1 km long fiber.
A schematic of the experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. Two distributed feed-
back laser diodes (LDs) with pulse width about 1 ns for generating horizontal and vertical
polarizations are combined with a polarization beam splitter (PBS) to act as signal light.
The center wavelengths of the two LDs were carefully tuned to be consistent within a range
of 0.02 nm. Random number will be supplied to enable Alice to generate a sequence of
pulses with random polarization |H > or |V >. An attenuator is used to attenuate the
pulse to single photon level at Alice’s output port. As depicted by the protocol, the sig-
nal pulse is split by a beam splitter (BS), and then travels through arm a or arm b for
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transmission. A polarization controller (PC) is inserted for compensating possible polar-
ization drift of fiber channel. In the protocol, Bob will randomly choose one of the two
polarizations representing his bit value. The optical path b of the single-photon pulse will
be blocked if the polarization of the pulse is identical to his polarization. For achieving
this aim, a tailored PBS is used with the reflecting port connected with a jumper, which
is about 20 m long, enough for accumulating time needed for changing status of optical
switch (SW). This design allows to set a delay for H and V pulse: horizontal light will
pass the PBS directly, while vertical light will reflect to the delay line, and then transmit
back to another output port of PBS before going through SW. Bob can therefore control
accurately switch timing to guide signal photon to be directly detected by his polarization
sensitive detector, or to be rotated and reflected by Faraday mirror (FM) and to return
back to BS. In our experiment, polarization sensitive detecting is accomplished by a PBS
and two single photon detectors. Therefore through accurate control of the switch timing,
Bob can determine effectively whether switch the polarization state to the detector D3
or not.
If Bob chooses a different polarization from Alice, the pulse will be reflected by Bob
and combined again at BS. In this case, the photonic pulse will go toward detector D2 due
to interference effect if there is a phase difference of pi radians between the two paths a
and b. An attenuator is added to arm a to balance the optical loss between two arms. To
compensate the phase drift in the fiber, and to be sure that all light after interference will
go to detector D2, a fast fiber stretcher (FS) is used for compensating fast phase variation
in the two arms. Moreover, an optical delay line (OD) is employed by Alice to adjust the
path difference between arm a and arm b of the whole system with an precision of less
than 0.1mm. In order to obtain good visibility in the interferometer, feedback control is
further developed by using a laser with different wavelength of 1570 nm and controlling
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electronics. The feedback laser and the signal laser is combined by a dense wavelength
division multiplexer (DWDM) before entering BS.
If their choices are same, the interferometer will be destroyed, since Bob chooses to
detect rather than let it go through, either D1, D2 of Alice or D3 of Bob will detect a
pulse signal. We save only events for D1 clicks, and kept all other events as a monitoring
of Eve’s intervention. For D1’s clicks, only the events for which D1 detects a correct final
polarization will be kept by Alice and no information is revealed, otherwise measurements
results are announced. For D2 or D3’s clicks, both detected polarization and initial
polarization states are released for detection of possible eavesdropping. Accord to the
scheme, the initial quantum state after the BS can be rephrased as one of the following
two orthogonal states,|φ0 >=
√
T |0 >a |H >b +i
√
R|H >a |0 >b, |φ1 >=
√
T |0 >a |V >b
+i
√
R|V >a |0 >b . Here R and T are the reflectivity and transmissivity rate of the BS,
respectively. In our case R and T are 50%/50%. The a and b denote the path toward
Alice’s Faraday mirror, and the path toward Bob site, respectively. We use |0 >a and
|0 >b to represent the vacuum state in the modes a and b, respectively. As for the events
for which D1 detects a correct final polarization, the initial states will collapse into two
states of |H >a |0 >b or |V >a |0 >b. In fact, Bob will extract secure keys with Alice
from nondetection events.
In the experiment we use 1550nm DFB laser as signal source that is actively modulated
into about 1 ns pulse width. The intensity of laser was attenuated to 0.1 ∼ 1 photon/pulse
on average at the output of Alice’s side. The total loss of the arm b was measured to be
around 10.5 dB when photon goes through and returns back after Bob’s FM for case of
an on-table test. The system works at a repetition rate of 100 KHz. Currently this is
mainly limited by the performance of feedback loop. In addition, response time of the
fiber switch of about 100 ns, and switching time of about 300 ns are needed to choose the
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polarization of each pulse.
An active feedback control system is developed for phase stabilization. Using a
DWDM, we couple the signal light, and the 1570nm reference light of a DFB CW laser,
before their entering at the BS. When the system works in feedback mode, Bob always
selects to reflect the reference light by choosing the optical switch to the FM. The refer-
ence light goes through the interferometer via the same path of signal light, and goes back
through DWDM to a different output of optical circulator. A highly sensitive APD-diode
D0 is used to detect the intensity of the output of interferometer. Thus, the reference
light goes through the same interferometer as the signal light, and experiences the same
path-difference. However the phase differences are different due to different wavelengths
of signal and reference light. Following a similar analysis shown in (31), we can illus-
trate the phase difference with n△L = λr(mr + ϕr/2pi) = λs(ms + ϕs/2pi). Here n is
the refractive index, subscripts r, s refer to reference and signal light, respectively. △L
is path difference. The relative phase difference ϕr, ϕs have a relation with its wave-
length λ for a fixed setup. The m is integer, indicating phase difference being of integral
multiple of its wavelength. The intensity in the output of interferometer can be given by
I = I0 ·cos2(k△L2 ) where k is wave number. By stabilizing the output intensity of reference
to a settled level, one can thus fix the path difference for signal light. Experimentally, a
homemade PI controller from cold-atom experiment is modified and adjusted for experi-
mental need. A voltage amplifier is used to control the fiber stretcher (FS), which can fast
change the relative length of fiber in path a. The PI controller compares the output of
APD-diode with a pre-set monitor level. If the output voltage of APD-diode differs from
a monitor level, PI circuit will adjust the output voltage for compensating the change.
For our 1 km system, phase change is roughly in a level of 0.1 ∼ 0.5 rad/ms. A total
range of 20V (−10V ∼ +10V ) output with subsequent amplification factor of 10 ∼ 40
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times enables to make a 200pi rad adjustment through fiber stretcher. A final interference
visibility of better than 98% is observed for both the case of desktop test and the 1 km
fiber cable application, which enables successful operations of feedback controlling system.
Continuous running of about an hour for desktop test, and 900 s for 1 km application
have shown stable and reliable performances.
An FPGA electronics board is developed for controlling signal laser, detectors and
fiber switch. The timing is about 1µs for signal pulse generation and detection, and 9
µs feedback time for proportional-integral (PI) circuit, within a 10 µs duty circle for
FPGA. We use one 1570 nm DFB laser as reference light. We have firstly implemented
the scheme in case of on-table test. With PI feedback, a fringe visibility of better than
98% could be maintained. A raw key of 185651 bits is generated within a 3617s running
(amounting to 51.3 bits/s), with an average quantum bit error rate (QBER) of 6.8%
when the average photon number is 0.5 photon/pulse. If we change the average photon
number to be 0.05 photon/pulse, the raw key of 7891 bits will be produced with QBER
of 4.2% on average. To test feasibility of CQC, we have extended the scheme with a 1
km fiber cable connecting Alice and Bob’s sites, which will cause about 1 dB for channel
loss. A fringe visibility of about 98% is managed to be fulfilled as well for 1 km fiber,
which allows generation of secure keys. Without any cover for fibers on experimental
desktop, a raw key of about 126 bits/s is obtained with QBER of about 5.8% for 900 s
continuous running, when the average photon number is chosen to be 1.0 photon/pulse.
If the average photon number is reduced to 0.5 photon/pulse, the measured QBER is
about 5.5% while raw keys is decreased to be around 94 bits/s due to longer feedback
time. See Table 1 for performance details. We can see that for 1 km fiber realization, one
can obtain considerable raw key rates of 126 bits/s and good performance, with a quite
low error rate of 0.6% through D3 for channel monitoring, when using average photon
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number of 1.0.
In order to have a more comprehensive understanding for running of the experiment,
we present here a circumstantial analysis for experimental imperfections. Consider we
have two groups of data, one group that Alice and Bob choose the same random numbers,
and another group that they choose different random numbers. The group with the same
number will create a raw key if D1 is detected with correct basis, which will be fulfilled
if the polarization is not disturbed. Another group will create a possible wrong key if D1
is detected with correct basis, which will contribute to an error. Here we take the case
of 1 km experiment with the mean photon number of 0.5 for an example to analyze. We
attribute all the errors coming mainly from three parts. The first part is from dark counts
and after-pulses of the detectors. The detectors we used have a dark count possibility of
each gate of about 10−5. With 100 kHz working frequency, about 1 dark count is created
by detector, which will therefore contribute to about 0.7% error rate, as a total counts of
D1 is about 70 counts per second in this case. The after pulse will lead to about 0.5%
error rate due to a 1% probability of after pulse for detectors. The second part is from
finite extinct ratio of fiber switch. We have tested the static extinction ratio of the fiber
switch to be 20 dB, with a slight lower of about 17 dB with regarding to the dynamic
extinction ratio, which amounts approximately to 1% ∼ 2% error rate. The third one
is coming from imperfection of the optical alignment and the finite visibility of feedback
system, which will still lead clicks for D1 even if Alice and Bob have different choices.
When Alice and Bob choose different random numbers, a visibility like 98% is supposed to
be achieved. This means that 1% of the pulses are detected by D1 and that the other 99%
are detected by D2. The error rate can thus be estimated as 0.01/(0.01 + 0.25) = 3.8%,
by considering the fact that only 1/4 of the total pulses will be detected by D1 when
Alice and Bob choose same random number. All three parts therefore would conduct to
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a QBER of around 6% as confirmed by actual measured experimental data.
A preliminary security analysis is given in (1) by showing a new type of noncloning
principle for orthogonal states: if reduced density matrices of an available subsystem
are nonorthogonal and if the other subsystem is not allowed access, it is impossible to
distinguish two orthogonal quantum states |φ0 > and |φ1 >. without disturbing them.
Moreover the scheme is robust to so-called “photon-number splitting” attack. Since Eve
cannot access nondetection process that extracts secret keys (1), these distinctive property
provides a security advantage over existing schemes. Consider in a typical noise channel
case as analyzed in (27) in which possible upper bound for phase error rate could be
less than QBER, our system allows sufficiently to generate secure keys after one-way key
distillation process (4) for ideal case of source and detectors.
We have achieved the faithful and complete realization of counterfactual quantum
communication, in which process information carriers are seemingly not traveled in the
quantum channel. From a desktop test to a setup with 1 km fiber cable, we have given
proof-in-principle demonstrations of CQC. This gives a confirming answer for feasibility
of CQC, and one can infer that the mere possibility for signal particles to be transmitted
is sufficient to create a secret key. We remark that, to ensure such possibility, partial
signal particles still need to randomly travel along quantum channel for detection of
possible eavesdropping. One may wonder in the implemented scheme, signals pass through
the channel twice and thus suffer losses twice. It should be remarked that the CQC
scheme is, in fact, equivalent to the normal BB84 protocol for communication overhead
of transmission loss, if one assists with a quantum repeater through DLCZ scheme (29)
to teleport single photon signal directly between Alice and Bob. Also one may see that
the scheme requires to maintain long-term subwavelength stability of the path difference
between two arms of a long-distance interferometer, which can however be overcome by
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utilizing state-of-the-art technology, similar to the one developed in (30) for coherent
optical phase transfer over 30 km fiber. We can see that our implementation is based on
currently available technologies, promising a novel conceptually quantum communication
system compared with existing systems. Presently the performance of our system is
mainly limited by speed of feedback. Consider our feedback system is only a modification
of PI used in our cold-atom experiments, significant improvements could be made by
exploiting the method developed in (31) for interferometer stabilization, and by employing
tailored design with a differential circuit, an auto-reset function and exploiting adjacent
channel in C band of 1550.12nm. Although technically challenging, our implementation in
conjunction with optimizing quality of interference via improved optical design, appears
as a viable route toward extendable realization up to long distance fiber.
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Fig. 1. Schematic setup of fiber based counterfactual quantum cryptography system. A
signal photonic pulse is sent from Alice’s side before passing through a optical circulator
and then splitting by a BS to travel along path a and b. Alice chooses randomly one of
states of horizontal polarization |H > representing “0”, and vertical polarization |V >
representing “1”. Depends on Bob’s choice coinciding with Alice’s choice or not, the two
split pulses will be recombined in the BS and detected by detector D2 due to constructive
interference, or a split pulse will go through path b and be blocked by detector D3.
As a result of latter case, interference is destroyed and D1 will detect a photon will
certain probability. Sifted keys will be established by selecting only the events for which
D1 alone detects a photon with a correct final polarization state. Note that, when D1
clicks the photon only travels inside Alice’s secure zone, and there’s no photon travel to
Bob’s side, which excludes Eve’s access for each signal particle of the entire quantum
system. LD: laser diode, PBS: Polarization Beam Splitter, ATT: fiber attenuator, CIRC:
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optical circulator, PC: polarization controller, BS: Beam Splitter, FS: Fiber stretcher,
DWDM: Dense wavelength division multiplexer, FF: Fiber Filter, OD: Optical delay
line, OL: Optical delay, SW: fiber switch, FM: Faraday rotator mirror. D0,D1,D2,D3:
detectors. D1H, D1V are short notions for detectorD1 of detecting horizontal and vertical
polarization, the same for D3H and D3V.
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Table 1 | Experimental performance under desktop and 1 km fiber tests
Test
Platform
Average
Photon
Number
Raw
Key
(bits)
QBER Total
counts
Time
(s)
D2
Counts
Same
D2
Counts
Diff.
D3
Counts
Same
D3
Counts
Diff.
Multiple
(bits)
Desktop 0.5 185651 6.8% 4891623 3617 231482 1060186 3272114 23673 8758
Desktop 0.05 7891 4.2% 151626 627 9440 28386 103228 319 38
1km fiber 1.0 113762 5.8% 1948287 900 75628 497549 1216859 7210 6376
1km fiber 0.5 11278 5.5% 191347 158 7520 49224 118318 487 362
Table 1. Performance for counterfactual quantum cryptography system. Table summa-
rizing the various measured parameters characterizing performances for desktop and 1
km fiber under different average photon number. Besides the symbols introduced in the
maintext, here we use “Total Counts” denoting sum of all the detectors D1,D2 and D3.
“D2 Counts Same” and “D2 Counts Diff.” refer to counting of D2 when Alice and Bob
choose the same bit values and different values, respectively. “Multiple” means all the
counts for events that there are at lease two detectors clicks.
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